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Introduction
Learning to read is a complex process. Children develop reading skills and strategies at different
rates and at different times; therefore, students progress through different levels of text as they
grow as readers. Within a grade, a student may read a variety of texts depending on the student’s
strengths and needs and the challenges of the text. This document provides information about
reading targets and how they are reported on the standards-based report card. Included are
specific examples and characteristics of texts for the end-of-year reading benchmarks in grades
K–5. The examples of books used for instruction include both literature and informational text.
Literature is narrative in nature and includes stories, poems, and plays. Informational texts
convey or explain information which builds students’ content knowledge and include news
articles, magazines, reference materials and books with factual content. The following chart
indicates reading targets for each marking period.
Reading Targets Text Level Chart: K–5
Grade
Level

End of Marking
Period 1

End of Marking
Period 2

End of Marking
Period 3

End of Marking
Period 4

Kindergarten

(Not Applicable)

Level 1 (A)

Level 2–3
(B–C)

Level 4 (C)*

First Grade

Level 5–7
(D–E)

Level 8–11
(E–G)

Level 12–15
(H–I)

Level 16–17
(I)

Second Grade

Level J

Level K

Level L

Level M

Third Grade

Level M

Level N

Level O

Level P

Fourth Grade

Level Q–R

Level S–T

Fifth Grade

Level T–U

Level V–W

*Text level 6 has been identified as the stretch goal for the end of kindergarten, in accordance with the
7 Keys to College Readiness Advanced Reading in Grades K-2.

Text Levels
Assigning levels to texts assists teachers in selecting books that match a reader’s developing
skills to the challenges in a text. Text levels indicate a progression from easiest to most
challenging material that students can read and are not limited to a specific grade level. Text
characteristics determine whether a text is easy or hard for a student to read. There is a degree of
variation of challenges within each level. The challenge of one book might be figurative
language, while the challenge or complexity of another book at the same level might be sentence
length, vocabulary, or advanced concepts.
In MCPS, two leveling systems are used:
 Reading Recovery Text Levels 1–16
 Guided Reading (Fountas and Pinnell) Text Levels JZ

Reporting Instructional Reading Levels by Marking Period
At the end of each marking period, the student’s instructional reading level is included on the
report card. The instructional reading level reported on a student’s report card refers to the level
of texts read daily in small group guided reading instruction. A reading instructional text level
is determined by the student’s accuracy (90% and above) and comprehension of literary and
informational text.
Reading Graph on Standards–based Report Card Grades K–2
The following graph is included on the report card for Grades K–2 to give parents more
information about their child’s reading level.
The shaded areas on the graph indicates the expected
reading ranges by book level at the end of each marking
period for Grades K–2.
 A dot indicates your child’s reading level at the
end of a marking period.
 A dot within the gray area indicates that your
child has met the quarterly reading target.
 A dot below the gray area indicates that your
child is approaching the quarterly reading target.
 A dot above the gray area indicates that your
child has exceeded the quarterly reading target.
 If your child is reading above a level P, a
statement will appear below the graph indicating
the reading level.

Reading Chart on Standards–based Report Card Grades 3–5
The following two tables are included on the report card for Grades 3–5 to give parents more
information about their child’s reading level.
Reading
Instructional
Reading Level

MP1

MP2 MP3 MP4

Students reading at levels X, Y, and Z are
reading above the end-of-year benchmark for
Grade 5.

End of Year Benchmark Kindergarten:
Text Level 4—Literary Text
Sample text from Little Chimp and Big Chimp by: Jenny Giles






The Book Has…
simple three-and four-word sentences
many familiar high-frequency words that
are repeated throughout the book (e.g., us,
up, little)
some words with inflectional endings
(-s, -ed, -ing)
pictures that help tell the story










The Student Is Learning to…
read and write about 2530 high frequency
words (e.g., us, up, little)
check accuracy of familiar words as he/she
reads and makes corrections as needed
use illustrations and/or photographs to
support understanding
think about: “Does the word make sense?
and Does the word sound right?”
use beginning consonant sounds to read
unknown words
ask and answer questions about key details
in text
retell stories including key details
read with appropriate accuracy, rate, and
expression

Beginning level texts can be previewed at the school.
Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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End of Year Benchmark Kindergarten:
Text Level 4—Informational Text
Sample text from What is it Like Today? by: Judy Nayer







The Book Has…
information that is familiar to students
simple three-and four-word sentences
many familiar high-frequency words that are
repeated throughout the book
some words with inflectional endings
(-s, -ed, -ing)
pictures that help support the facts in
informational text










The Student Is Learning to…
read and write about 2530 high frequency
words (e.g., is, up, little)
check accuracy of familiar words as he/she
reads and makes corrections as needed
use illustrations and/or photographs to
support understanding
think about: “Does the word make sense?
and Does the word sound right?”
use beginning consonant sounds to read
unknown words
ask and answer questions about key details
in text
retell facts that were learned, including key
details
read with appropriate accuracy, rate, and
expression

Beginning level texts can be previewed at the school.
Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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Stretch Goal for the End of Year Kindergarten:
Text Level 6—Literary Text
Sample text from Clever Fox by: Claire Llewellyn

The Book Has…









a variety of sentences with up to eight to ten words
many familiar words that students need to read
quickly
words with basic phonetic patterns, such as
beginning and ending consonant sounds, digraphs
(e.g.-sh, ch, th), and short vowel sounds (e.g.- the a
in the word cat)
words with inflectional endings
(-s, -ed, -ing)
some compound words (e.g., playgroud)
some irregular past tense verbs (ran, came)
pictures that support a storyline with real problems
and solutions in narrative text

The Student Is Learning to…


read and write 40 or more high frequency words

(e.g., is, up, little)











check accuracy of familiar words as he/she reads
and makes corrections as needed
read without pointing to words
use illustrations and/or photographs to support
understanding
use basic phonetic skills, such as beginning and
ending consonant sounds, digraphs (e.g.-sh, ch, th),
and short vowel sounds to read unfamiliar words
think about, while reading: “Does the word make
sense? Does the word sound right? and Does the
word look right?”
reread to self-correct errors
use punctuation to read sentences smoothly and
accurately
ask and answer questions about key details in text
retell familiar stories including key details
read with appropriate accuracy, rate, and expression

Beginning level texts can be previewed at the school.
Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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Stretch Goal for the End of Year Kindergarten:
Text Level 6—Informational Text
Sample text from How Machines Help by: John Sheridan

The Student Is Learning to…

The Book Has…











information that is familiar to students
a variety of sentences with up to eight to ten words
many familiar words that students need to read
quickly
words with basic phonetic patterns, such as
beginning and ending consonant sounds, digraphs
(e.g.-sh, ch, th), and short vowel sounds (e.g.- the a
in the word cat)
words with inflectional endings (-s, -ed, -ing)
some compound words
some irregular past tense verbs (ran, came).
pictures or photographs of facts presented in the
text
additional text features, such as labels, bold print,
headings, or table of contents













read and write 40 or more high frequency words
check accuracy of familiar words as he/she reads
and makes corrections as needed
read without pointing to words
use illustrations and/or photographs to support
understanding
use basic phonetic skills, beginning and ending
consonant sounds, digraphs (e.g.-sh, ch, th), and
short vowel sounds to read unfamiliar words
think about, while reading: “Does the word make
sense? Does the word sound right? and Does the
word look right?”
reread to self-correct errors
use punctuation to read sentences smoothly and
accurately
ask and answer questions about key details in text
retell facts that were learned, including key details
read with appropriate accuracy, rate, and
expression

Beginning level texts can be previewed at the school.
Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 1
Text Level 16—Literary Text
Sample text from The Tale of the Turnip by: Jenny Giles

The Book Has…






simple sentences and compound
sentences with details
a wide range of high frequency words
many multisyllable words, generally easy
to take apart to decode
many words with endings (-s, -ed,
-ing), plurals, contractions, compound
words, and possessives
events that include details

The Student Is Learning to…










read texts independently
make the transition from reading aloud to silent reading
read a variety of materials and genres
ask questions about key details to clarify meaning
check accuracy of words as he/she reads and makes
corrections as needed
flexibly uses a variety of strategies to independently read
unknown words
discuss what is stated directly and what is implied in text
rely less on illustrations for meaning
read with appropriate accuracy, rate, and expression

Some examples of Level 16 books include:
Angus and the Cat, Marjorie Flack
Are You My Mother?, P.D. Eastman
A Color of His Own, Leo Lionni
Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013

Henny Penny, Paul Goldone
Leo the Late Bloomer, Robert Kraus
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 1

Text level 16—Informational Text
Sample text from Look Inside by: Avelyn Davidson

The Book Has…









simple sentences and compound sentences with
details
a wide range of high frequency words
many multisyllable words, generally easy to take
apart to decode
many words with endings (-s, -ed,
-ing), plurals, contractions, compound words, and
possessives
abstract ideas and unfamiliar concepts
a variety of text features, such as labels, bold
print, headings, glossary, insets, table of
contents, photographs, and an index
challenging academic vocabulary

The Student Is Learning to…











read texts independently
make the transition from reading aloud to silent
reading
read a variety of materials and genres
ask questions about key details to clarify
meaning
check accuracy of words as he/she reads and
makes corrections as needed
flexibly uses a variety of strategies to
independently read unknown words
discuss what is stated directly and what is
implied in text
notice and interpret the graphic features of
informational text (e.g., tables of contents,
photographs, index, etc.)
understand how informational texts are organized
(e.g., by chapters, subjects, etc.)
read with appropriate accuracy, rate, and
expression

Some examples of Level 16 books include:
Ambulances, Marcia Freeman
Red-EyedTree Frog, Joy Cowley
What is Matter?, Don L. Curry

Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 2

Text Level M—Literary Text
Sample text from The One in the Middle is the Green Kangaroo by: Judy Blume

The Book Has…







sentences of varying length, with some that are
long and complex
pages full of print with no illustrations or very small
illustrations
small print
chapters with multiple events
characters, setting, and plot that are important to
the understanding of the story
challenging vocabulary

The Student Is Learning to…











read texts independently and silently while reading
for meaning
read a variety of materials and genres
use a variety of reading strategies flexibly and
successfully
think about what he/she already knows about the
topic or subject, preview the text before reading,
and make predictions
ask and answer questions while reading to check
for understanding
demonstrate literal, inferential, and critical
comprehension through discussion
determine and clarify the meaning of unknown
words
demonstrate understanding of word relationships
(e.g., multiple meanings of the same word)
determine central message, moral, or lesson
discuss themes, settings, and plots

Some examples of Level M books include:
Blueberries for Sal, Robert McCloskey
A Chair for My Mother, Vera Williams
Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013

Junie B. Jones, Barbara Park
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 2

Text Level M—Informational Text
Sample text from Seasons and Weather by: Linda Bruce

The Book Has…







sentences of varying length, with some that are long
and complex
small print
familiar or unfamiliar content and may be organized
by chapters or sections
a combination of graphics providing information that
matches and extends the text, such as captions or
photographs that provide important information to
supplement the body of the text
challenging vocabulary

The Student Is Learning to…











read texts independently and silently while reading
for meaning
use a variety of reading strategies flexibly and
successfully
think about what he/she already knows about the
topic or subject, preview the text before reading, and
make predictions
ask and answer questions while reading to check for
understanding
demonstrate literal, inferential, and critical
comprehension through discussion
determine and clarify the meaning of unknown
words
demonstrate understanding of word relationships
use information gained from text features to
increase understanding
study structure of a text and determine how the
different pieces fit together
identify the main idea of a text or section of text

Some examples of Level M books include:
A Picture Book of Thurgood Marshall, David Adler
Sharks, Gail Gibbons
Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 3

Text Level P— Literary Text
Sample text from Fantastic Mr. Fox by: Roald Dahl

The Book Has…








chapters with small print and multiple
detailed events
little to no illustrations
complex themes
complex plot and sub plots
challenging vocabulary
cultural or historical contexts (e.g.,
settings, situations, perspectives)
sophisticated language and humor

The Student Is Learning to…














read silently
use reading strategies flexibly and smoothly to understand text
sustain reading longer texts in multiple genres, which require several
days or weeks to read
analyze words in order to read new multisyllable words
build background knowledge and use prior knowledge to understand
stories
identify with characters in books and see themselves in the events of
the stories
connect ideas in multiple texts
examine the craft and structure of a text
ask and answer questions while reading to check for understanding
demonstrate literal, inferential, and critical comprehension through
discussion
demonstrate understanding of word relationships (e.g., multiple
meanings of the same word)
determine central message, moral, or lesson
discuss themes, settings, and plots

Some examples of Level P books include:
Bunnicula, James Howe
Who Stole the Wizard of Oz, Avi

Koya Delaney and the Good Girl Blues, Eloise Greenfield

Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 3

Text Level P—Informational Text
Sample text from If you Lived at the Time of Martin Luther King by: Ellen Levine

The Book Has…







chapters with small print and multiple
detailed events
academic vocabulary
new and complex ideas, concepts, or
topics
cultural or historical contexts (e.g.,
settings, situations, perspectives)
complex text structures
sophisticated language

The Student Is Learning to…













read silently
use reading strategies flexibly and smoothly to understand text
sustain reading longer texts with many pages which require
several days or weeks to read
analyze words in order to read new multisyllable words
interpret and use information from a wide variety of visual aids
build background knowledge and use prior knowledge to
understand new ideas, concepts, or topics
connect concepts and ideas in multiple texts read
examine the craft and structure of a text
ask and answer questions while reading to self-monitor for
meaning
demonstrate literal, inferential, and critical comprehension through
discussion
determine main idea
summarize key details

Some examples of Level P books include:
Star Messenger: Galileo Galilei, Peter Sis
The Magic School Bus: At the Waterworks, Joanne Cole and Bruce Degen

Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 4

Text Level S/T—Literary Text
Sample text from Bridge to Terabithia by: Katherine Paterson (S)

The Book Has…






small print and reduced word
spacing
minimal illustrations
complex ideas, figurative language,
long descriptive narratives,
sophisticated themes, and
abstract/complex topics
cultural or historical contexts (e.g.,
settings, situations, perspectives)

The Student Is Learning to…










read silently
sustain reading in multiple genres, which require several days or
weeks to read with understanding
use understandings of how words work to read a wide range of
unknown words (e.g.- using analogy to known word parts, word
roots, base words, and affixes)
acquire new vocabulary through reading
use reading as a tool to build knowledge across all content areas
(e.g., science, social studies, health)
connect ideas in several texts for greater understanding and finer
interpretations
form interpretations and apply understandings in other areas
notice and comment on aspects of the writer’s craft
determine theme(s)

Some examples of Level S/T books include:
The Cricket in Times Square, George Selden (S)
Harriet the Spy, Louise Fitzhugh (T)

Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 4

Text Level S/T—Informational Text
Sample text from Shh! We’re Writing the Constitution by: Jean Fritz (T)

The Book Has…





small print and reduced word spacing
a variety of complex text structures,
such as problem-solution, chronological
order, cause-effect
sophisticated content vocabulary
abstract and complex topics or content
with historical, scientific, or technical
information

The Student Is Learning to…









read silently
sustain reading longer texts which require several days or weeks
to read with understanding
use understandings of how words work to read a wide range of
unknown words (e.g.- using analogy to known word parts, word
roots, base words, and affixes)
acquire new vocabulary through reading
use reading as a tool to build knowledge across all content areas
(e.g., science, social studies, health)
connect ideas in several texts for greater understanding and finer
interpretations
go beyond the text read to form interpretations and apply
understandings in other areas
determine main idea(s)

Some examples of Level S/T books include:
To Fly: The Story of the Wright Brothers, Wendie C. Old (S)
For the Love of Chimps: The Jane Goodall Story, Martha Kendall (S)
Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 5

Text Level V/W—Literary Text
Sample text from The City of Ember by: Jeanne DuPrau (W)

The Book Has…






small print and reduced word
spacing
minimal illustrations
complex ideas, figurative
language, symbolism
long descriptive narratives
sophisticated themes and
abstract/complex topics

The Student Is Learning to…









sustain reading longer texts which require several days or weeks to read
with understanding
use understandings of how words work to read a wide range of unknown
words (e.g.- using analogy to known word parts, word roots, base words,
and affixes)
acquire new vocabulary through reading
connect ideas in several texts for greater understanding and finer
interpretations (e.g., symbolism)
form interpretations and apply understandings in other areas
notice and comment on aspects of the writer’s craft (e.g.-figurative
language, symbolism, mood, and theme)
use reading as a tool to build knowledge across all content areas (e.g.,
science, social studies, health)
determine theme(s)

Some examples of Level V/W books include:
Journey Home, Yoshiko Uchida (V)
Invitation to the Game, Monica Hughes (W)

Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013

The Batboy, Mike Lupica (V)
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End of Year Benchmark Grade 5

Text Level V/W—Informational Text
Sample text from Through My Eyes by: Ruby Bridges (W)

The Book Has…








small print and reduced word
spacing
complex graphic information
a variety of complex text
structures, such as problemsolution, chronological order,
cause-effect
sophisticated content vocabulary
abstract and complex
topics/content
historical, scientific, or technical
information embedded into the
story

The Student Is Learning to…









read silently
sustain reading longer texts which require several days or weeks to
read with understanding
use understandings of how words work to read a wide range of
unknown words (e.g.- using analogy to known word parts, word roots,
base words, and affixes)
use reading as a tool to build knowledge across all content areas
(e.g., science, social studies, health)
connect ideas in several texts for greater understanding and finer
interpretations
form interpretations and apply understandings in other areas
notice and comment on aspects of the writer’s craft
determine main idea(s)

Some examples of Level V/W books include:
A History of US: The New Nation 1789-1850, Joy Hakim (W)
Shelter Dogs, Peg Kehret (W)

Office of Curriculum and Instructional Programs, 2013
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